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Photoionization plays a key role in the production of highly charged ions
in active galactic nuclei (AGNs). The inner shell photoionization leads to
highly excited states that are the subject of radiative and Auger cascade. An
electron from a higher shell fills the inner-shell vacancy while simultaneously
causing the removal of another electron from the atomic system during the
Auger decay. As a result of the Auger cascade, the produced ions have
higher charge states than the initial ion. However, the final ion population
eventually stabilizes in states that are below the ionization threshold of the
corresponding ion.

The aim of the current work is to study multiple photoionization of the
2p subshell of the Fe+ 3d64s configuration. The investigation of multiple
photoionization for the iron atom and ions was the subject of our earlier
work [1, 2], and this study represents a continuation of that research. The
Fe+ ion is an important diagnostic tool for the study of AGNs. The Fe+

emission is thought to arise from gas in the broad line region. On the other
hand, the higher ionization stages of Fe were observed in spectra from AGNs
[3].

Multiple photoionization cross sections are studied for all 63 energy lev-
els of the Fe+ 3d64s configuration. The study also includes partial pho-
toionization cross sections to the configurations of produced ions. The pho-
toionization of the 2p subshell of the Fe+ 3d64s configuration leads to the
autoionizing Fe2+ 2p53d64s configuration which has 360 energy levels.

Decay of the Fe2+ 2p53d64s configuration through a cascade of radia-
tive and Auger transitions produces 9 final configurations which population
exceeds 0.01%: Fe2+ 3d54s, Fe3+ 3d5, Fe3+ 3d44s, Fe4+ 3d4, Fe4+ 3d34s,
Fe4+ 3p53d5, Fe5+ 3d3, Fe5+ 3d24s, Fe5+ 3p53d4. The study of the cascade
includes only electric dipole transitions. The produced configurations can
lead to further decay through radiative transitions of higher multipoles.

The main populations of the cascade decay reside in states of the Fe4+

and Fe5+ ions. The yield of the Fe6+ ion is lower than 0.01% for all levels of
the Fe2+ 2p53d64s configuration from which the cascade starts. It has to be
noted that the largest ion yields depend on the level of the Fe2+ 2p53d64s
configuration. The largest population of the Fe4+ ion amounts to ∼72% for
the lowest level of the Fe2+ 2p53d64s configuration. The lowest ion yield
of ∼30% corresponds to the highest levels of the initial configuration of the
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cascade. On the other hand, the largest population of ∼57% for the Fe5+

ion is produced from the level with index 160 while the lowest population
of ∼24% is a result of cascade decay from the level with index 9. What
is more, the yield of the Fe3+ ion varies from ∼1.7% (index 1) to ∼24.6%
(index 137).
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